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Abstract: Science education and environmental education are important gates to prepare
the next generation for our society’s current and upcoming challenges. While in the informal
sector, environmental education acts independently, on the formal side, science education hosts
environmental issues within its interdisciplinary context. As both educational efforts traditionally bear
different emphases, the question may arise of whether formal science classes can act as an appropriate
host. Against the background of the declining motivation to learn science in secondary school, possible
synergies between both educational efforts may have vanished. For an investigation of such linkages
between science motivation and environmental perception, we monitored adolescents’ motivation to
learn sciences and their environmental values. By analyzing data from 429 Irish secondary school
students, we reconfirmed existing scales by using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and investigated
potential relations via SEM. Besides gender differences, we identified a significant relationship between
positive ‘green’ attitude sets and the individual motivation to learn science—positive environmental
preferences predict a high science motivation, primarily intrinsic motivation. Taking advantage of
this relationship, individual motivation may find support from environmental educational initiatives
with the focus on green values. Especially girls, who evidentially tend to have a lower motivation
in science learning, may be addressed in that way.
Keywords: 2-MEV model; confirmatory factor analysis; environmental attitudes; gender; science
motivation; secondary education; structural equation modeling

1. Introduction
The major challenges of today’s society, such as climate change, water and food security, as well
as biodiversity loss, involve efforts to protect and save the environment. Coping with these ‘wicked’
problems requires education and engagement [1]. As a result, environmental education and education
for sustainable development become increasingly important [2]. Considering only the formal education
sector, environmental education, however, still struggles for curriculum time embedded primarily
in science or biology classes [3]. Historically, environmental education entered school curricula
in the 1970s when concerns about environmental degradation were broadly discussed on a global
level [4]. The explicit goals and objectives of environmental education were described in documents
such as the Belgrade Charter [5] and the Tbilisi Declaration [6]. The latter had remarked that education
was a major trigger for utilizing the findings of science and technology and asked for it to have
a leading role in creating an awareness and a better understanding of environmental problems, thus
anchoring environmental education within science education. Over 40 years later, both environmental
education and science education have evolved considerably. While science education primarily
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builds upon acquiring knowledge and teaching skills, environmental education, within a formal and
informal context, focuses additionally on raising awareness and even on changing behavior, often
in a more emotional context [2]. Nevertheless, authors such as Gough [4] have already questioned
science education as an appropriate host for environmental education, as their relationship can be
characterized as ‘distant, competitive, predatory-prey, and host-parasite’ (p. 1203). Some science
educators have even claimed an incompatibility between both sets, as the objective and rational
character of science education cannot engage social issues as necessary within a holistic sense of
environmental education. Instead of accepting these traditional orientations, Gough [4] appealed
to both science and environmental educators to consider their educational goals not as static and
monumental. Environmental education could rather function as enrichment for science education by
introducing values and action in the sense of scientific literacy. Young people would be concerned about
current environmental challenges, which might be pivotal in rekindling their interest in the relevance
of science. Therefore, Wals and colleagues [2] indicated the potential of citizen science and ICT
tools as upcoming trends that can be used to foster the needed convergence between science and
environmental education—a convergence that is increasingly demanded in the face of the previously
mentioned wicked challenges [1]. Due to the discrepancy that still exists between science education
and environmental education, a closer look at students’ personal views is needed to ascertain what
extent the individual motivation to learn science might relate to environmental attitudes and values.
1.1. Science Motivation
Students’ interest, motivation, and attitudes toward science were repeatedly investigated
in educational research studies [7,8]. In general, the relationship between students and school
science and technology is described as problematic, pointing to a decline of motivation, attitudes,
and interest, especially linked with age and gender (in favor of boys). Especially, motivation to learn
science is regarded as an interfering factor in the process of becoming a scientifically literate citizen [9].
Following the social cognitive theory of human learning described by Bandura [10], Glynn et al. [9]
refined the traditional definition of motivation—motivation to learn science is ‘an internal state that
arouses, directs, and sustains science-learning behavior’ (p. 1160). A motivated person ‘is moved to
do something’ [11] (p. 54), which means in our context—moved to learn science. Motivation is not
directly observable, but derivable from observed behavior or (self-) reports [12]. Besides people’s level
or amount of motivation, people vary in their orientation of motivation which ‘concerns the underlying
attitudes and goals that give rise to action’ [11] (p. 54). Basically, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation
need differentiation. Intrinsic motivation is defined as doing an activity (e.g., learning) for its inherent
satisfaction, the enjoyment of the activity itself. Extrinsic motivation, in contrast, refers to doing
something in order to attain some tangible outcomes, such as better career options or a good grade [11].
However, motivation as a multicomponent construct consists of many factors. One crucial attribute
in the learning context is the self-determination referring to students’ perception of their control
of learning. A positive feeling of autonomy can come along with intrinsic motivation supporting
academic performance [13]. Equally, self-efficacy plays an important role, which refers to the individual
confidence in the ability to achieve desired results [10]. Similar to self-determination, self-efficacy is
supposed to facilitate intrinsic motivation [11] and strongly predicts academic achievement [14].
Within the social cognitive learning theory, self-regulation is regarded as a crucial precondition
for desired learning outcomes. As self-regulation can arise when students understand and
control their motivation, cognition, and behavior, teachers and instructors should create learning
environments in which behavior such as asking questions, studying, or help seeking is provoked [12].
The understanding of students’ motivation toward science and related individual factors forms
the basis for the creation of goal-oriented self-regulated learning environments in science education.
This requires reliable and valid tools to assess motivation. Besides further instruments to quantify
students’ motivation toward science (for an overview, see [15]), the Science Motivation Questionnaire
in its current version (SMQ-II) [9] captures a student’s motivation as a multicomponent construct.
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The SMQ-II builds upon the social cognitive theory [10] as well as the self-determination theory [16] by
combining internal and external motivational factors. The internal sub-factors include the inherent
satisfaction of learning sciences (intrinsic motivation), the perceived competence in completing
science-related tasks (self-efficacy) and the perceived autonomy referring to students’ commitment
and effort (self-determination). The external factors cover two dimensions of the motivation to learn
science—learning because of the expectation of external compensation in the form of good grades
(grade motivation) and learning because of the judgment of science as valuable for future career
options (career motivation) [13]. Although the scale was originally developed to monitor motivation at
university level, the suitability for (upper) secondary school level was also proven [17,18].
Motivation toward science is regarded as a key element in science education and in acquiring
scientific literacy [9]. Empirical studies have already proved the link between science motivation
and academic performance [19–21]. While motivation toward science may affect learning processes,
single factors of motivation in this context are related to individual characteristics such as personality
traits [17], cognitive style [22], and interest [23], to name but a few. Potvin and Hasni [8] discussed
these links in their review work in depth.
1.2. Environmental Attitudes
Pillars of educational initiatives within the environmental context are knowledge, attitudes,
skills, and awareness, which form a person’s environmental competence [5]. Since the anchoring
of environmental issues in formal education, many research studies have dedicated their focus
to the influences and interrelations between these elements with the overall aim of encouraging
more pro-environmental behavior [24]. Strong predictors for conservational performance seem to
be environmental attitudes [25] and connectedness to nature [26]. The effectiveness of educational
methods and approaches in the environmental context is well documented (for an overview see [27]).
In this regard, environmental knowledge [28,29] can be acquired through educational settings that
focus on intervening with positive environmental attitudes [30,31]. Although most of the investigated
settings were settled in conventional classroom contexts [29] or residential outreach programs [32],
to our knowledge there are no studies on the function of environmental attitudes in science classes.
For measuring adolescents’ environmental attitude sets, the Two Major Environmental Value
model (2-MEV) [33,34] is proved to be a valid and reliable tool and was applied in many research studies
in the environmental context [29,31]. The model assesses the two orthogonal factors, preservation and
utilization—the first refers to a person’s intent to support nature, his or her care with resources as well
as the inherent enjoyment of nature, and the latter covers a person’s perspective on human dominance
and altering nature [34]. Subsequent studies revealed that the utilization of nature had been considered
as the exploitative usage of nature, whereas the appreciative usage of nature had been widely neglected.
The two perspectives of utilization constitute two ends of a spectrum or are even opposites of each
other [35]. Therefore, Bogner [36] extended the 2-MEV model by adding the dimension, appreciation,
from an existing scale from Brügger and colleagues [37]. With the help of an exploratory factor
analysis, it was shown that appreciation constituted a distinguishable factor, which was related to
preservation, but not to utilization—a person who appreciates nature tends to have a preservative
attitude and vice versa [36]. Further studies using the 2-MEV in an educational context revealed that
positive environmental attitude sets relate to learners’ knowledge acquisition [29,32] as well as to other
individuals’ characteristics [38].
1.3. Purpose
Motivation to learn science is a key element regarding a successful acquisition of scientific
knowledge and literacy as well as regarding future career choices. Unfortunately, secondary school
students, especially girls, show declining science motivation. On the other hand, environmental
attitudes play a crucial role in environmental education, as positive values are a precondition for
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pro-environmental behavior. Environmental education approaches especially aim to foster positive
attitudes and awareness toward nature.
The main purpose of our current study is therefore to analyze a potential relation between
the motivation to learn science and environmental values in the context of possible synergies of science
and environmental education. Thus, the objectives are threefold—first, to apply and confirm existing
scales to monitor science motivation and environmental values with the focus on a secondary school
sample; second, to analyze the relationship of both scale constructs; and third, to unveil potential
gender differences.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample
Our sample consisted of 429 Irish school students. Overall, data from 19 classes from five
different schools was collected. The mean age was 14.65 years (± 1.89 SD), and 32.9% were female.
The unequal distribution of boys and girls was due to collecting data in a separate boys’ school.
Participating schools, students, and their parents were informed about the anonymous and voluntary
participation and provided their consent. Students completed a paper-and-pencil questionnaire during
regular school lessons. We respected data privacy laws as we recorded our data pseudo-anonymously.
Only the specific identifier number, based on gender, birth month, and year was included.
2.2. Measures
We applied the Science Motivation Questionnaire in its current version (SMQ-II) of Glynn and
colleagues [9] consisting of 25 items structured in five sub-scales (5 items each)—intrinsic motivation,
career motivation, self-determination, self-efficacy, and grade motivation. The response pattern
followed a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 5 (always) to 1 (never). We adapted the original wording
in three items by deleting the additional wording “labs”, as it was not relevant for our sample.
Second, the Two Major Environmental Values (2-MEV) scale was applied to monitor
the two orthogonal dimensions, utilization (UTL) and preservation (PRE) [33,35], accompanied
by the ‘appreciation of nature’ scale (APR) [37] in its shorter modified version [36]. UTL portrays
an exploitative aspect of utilization, which covers preferences, e.g., to exploit resources and alter
nature. APR, on the other side, complements the semantic meaning of utilization displaying a person’s
preference of an appreciative usage of nature. Both contrary aspects of utilization are part of someone’s
environmental attitude so that APR complements reasonably the 2-MEV. For each environmental
value, we used 5 items to reach a balanced number of items in relation to the motivational sub-scales.
The selection of items resulted from the principal component analysis described by Raab et al. [38],
who used the same data set—the 5 highest loading items per factor were chosen. The respective
response pattern also followed a 5-point Likert scale from 5 (totally agree) to 1 (totally disagree).
A person with a positive attitude toward nature and the environment was expected to score high
within APR and PRE and low regarding UTL [36].
2.3. Statistical Analyses
In order to examine the underlying research questions, this study was based on structural equation
models conducted with R (Version 3.5.2). First, we performed confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
to assess the construct validity of the applied instruments. For the 2-MEV, we specified a model
with the latent variables UTL, PRE, and APR to confirm the structure suggested by Bogner [36]
(model 1). Moreover, the model fit of two alternative models were compared—a one-factor model
with all 15 items (1a) and one with two latent variables summarizing the ‘positive’ attitudes PRE
and APR (1b). Following conventional recommendations [39–41] multiple fit indices (chi2/df, root
mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), standardized root mean square residual (SRMR),
and comparative fit indices (CFI)) were used to test which model fitted best to our data. A good fit was
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indicated by chi2/df < 2, RMSEA < 0.06, SRMR < 0.08, and CFI ≥ 0.90. For the SMQ-II, we performed
the same procedure following the original model [9] with five latent factors (model 2). In addition,
we calculated the internal consistency of all variables (Cronbach’s alpha). Examining gender differences,
Bartlett factor scores were used for all specified latent variables to conduct independent sample t-tests.
According to Field et al. [42], we calculated the effect size r, whereby effects were interpreted as
0.10 ‘small effect’, 0.30 ‘medium effect’, and 0.50 ‘large effect’ [43].
We proceeded by performing structural equation models (SEM) to investigate the relationship
between science motivation and environmental attitudes. In the first step, we tested the predictive
ability of science motivation on environmental values. Therefore, we specified a causal higher-order
model with ‘Science motivation’ as a latent second-order factor above IM, CM, SD, SE, and GM to
avoid interferences due to multicollinearity [44]. Similar to the CFA, robust statistical methods with
maximum-likelihood estimation were used as not all scales were normally distributed. Second, we tested
if environmental values may be a predictor for the different aspects of the motivation toward learning
science. In contrast to the previous model, ‘Environmental values’ were specified as a second-order
factor above PRE, UTL, and APR and the same statistical methods were used. We decided to use two
separate models testing the respective predictive ability (Science motivation/Environmental values) to
get a better and clear view of the affected sub-scales of both instruments.
3. Results
3.1. Measuring Environmental Values
Confirmatory factor analyses were conducted for the suggested 2-MEV model [36] as well as
for two alternative models and compared according to model fit. All described models showed
a significant chi2 test (p < 0.001) and a chi2 /df-ratio above 2 (see Table 1). As the chi2 test is a sensitive
fit measure to large sample sizes (>200) [45], we focused on additional fit indices for interpretation.
The suggested model of Bogner [36], with the two orthogonal factors PRE und UTL accompanied by
the APR scale (model 1), showed acceptable fit indices (RMSEA < 0.06, SRMR < 0.08, and CFI ≥ 0.90).
In contrast, both alternative models, more precisely the one-factor model with 15 items (1a) and
the two-factor-solution (1b), had poor fit indices with values above the described thresholds. Due to
model fit indices, the original could be accepted, whereas the two alternative models 1a and 1b had to
be rejected.
Table 1. Fit statistics for the original and alternative models of the confirmatory factor analyses.

Environmental values
1 Original model
1a One-factor model
1b Two-factor model
Science motivation
2 Original model

(APR, UTL, PRE)
(APR/UTL/PRE)
(APR/PRE, UTL)

chi2

df

chi2 /df

CFI

RMSEA

SRMR

186
462
329

87
90
89

2.14
5.13
3.70

0.91
0.63
0.76

0.056
0.110
0.088

0.058
0.104
0.084

530

265

2.00

0.94

0.057

0.051

Note: N = 429, CFI = comparative fit indices, RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation,
SRMR = standardized root mean square residual.

In model 1, relevant items were assigned significantly to all high order values with standardized
factor loadings ranging from 0.34 to 0.74 (see Figure 1). The factors APR and PRE showed a significant
interrelation (r = 0.44), whereas UTL did not showed a significant covariance with APR or PRE.
When calculating internal consistency, APR showed a good Cronbach’s alpha of 0.81, UTL (0.62) and
PRE (0.64) showed an acceptable reliability [46].
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Figure 1. Confirmatory factor analysis of the Two Major Environmental Value model (2-MEV)
(preservation and utilization) and appreciation of nature with standardized factor loading and
covariance between the latent factors; *** p < 0.001.

We checked for gender differences by comparing Bartlett factor scores. Girls had a higher
appreciation for nature than boys did (APR), wanted to preserve (PRE), but also to exploit (UTL)
more (Table 2).
Table 2. Gender differences for environmental values and for science motivation.
Boys

Environmental values
Appreciation
Utilization
Preservation
Science motivation
Intrinsic motivation
Career motivation
Self-determination
Self-efficacy
Grade motivation

Girls

M

SE

M

SE

t

df

p

r

−0.15
−0.02
−0.08

0.05
0.02
0.04

0.31
0.05
0.17

0.08
0.02
0.06

−4.90
−2.35
−3.45

387
387
387

0.000 ***
0.019 *
0.006**

0.24
0.12
0.17

0.11
0.06
0.02
0.13
0.08

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

−0.22
−0.13
−0.05
−0.26
−0.16

0.10
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.09

2.89
2.08
0.66
3.46
2.26

194.26
209.72
205.74
185.16
198.05

0.004 **
0.038 *
0.508
0.002 **
0.024 *

0.20
0.14

*
Note:
√ Independent sample t-test based on Bartlett factor scores; p < 0.05,
(r = t2 /(t2 + df)).

**

p < 0.01,

***

0.25
0.16

p ≤ 0.001; effect size r

3.2. Measuring Science Motivation
The science motivation model (2) with its five sub-scales, as presented by Glynn et al. [9], showed
good fit indices, which are also presented in Table 1. All items loaded significantly onto their latent
variable with standardized factor loadings ranging from 0.54 to 0.88 (see Figure 2). There were also
significant (p < 0.001) positive interrelations among all five latent factors (see Table 3). Despite the strong
covariance, all factors were statistically distinguishable.
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Figure 2. Confirmatory factor analysis of the Science Motivation Questionnaire in its current version
(SMQ-II) with standardized factor loadings.

Table 3. Covariance between all five of SMQ-II’s latent factors in the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
(standardized scores).
Science Motivation
Intrinsic motivation
Career motivation

Intrinsic Motivation
1.00

Career Motivation
0.71

Self-Determination

***

1.00

Self-determination

0.61

***

0.54

***

1.00

Self-efficacy
Grade motivation

Self-Efficacy

Grade Motivation

0.67

***

0.65 ***

0.60

***

0.62 ***

0.71 ***

0.77 ***

1.00

0.76 ***
1.00

Note:

***

p < 0.001.

According to Kline [46], the sub-scales showed good reliability with Cronbach’s alpha from
0.83 (intrinsic motivation), 0.85 (self-efficacy), 0.87 (self-determination), 0.87 (grade motivation),
to 0.88 (career motivation). Girls and boys differed significantly with respect to intrinsic motivation
and self-efficacy, whereby boys respectively scored higher (Table 2). In contrast, girls scored lowest
in self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation (see Table 2).
3.3. Science Motivation and Environmental Values
In order to explore the relationship between science motivation and environmental values,
we described two path models—one model with science motivation as predictor for environmental
values (model A) and an analogue model in which motivational aspects were predicted by
environmental attitudes (model B). As displayed in Figure 3, model A showed sufficient a model fit
to the data, although the p-value was less than p < 0.05. We found the second-order factor science
motivation as a predictor for the environmental values appreciation (β = 0.25, p < 0.001) and preservation
(β = 0.23, p = 0.003), but not for utilization (β = −0.17, p < 0.001). The analogue model (model B) showed
similar fit indices, which can be accepted (Figure 4). In this model, environmental values as a higher
order factor were mainly manifested by the first-order latent variables APR (λ = 0.71, p < 0.001) and PRE
(λ = 0.62, p = 0.001), but not by UTL (λ = −0.04, p = 0.709). In contrast to the previous model, positive
environmental values predicted intrinsic motivation to learn science (β = 0.43, p = 0.002), career motivation
(β = 0.34, p = 0.020), self-determination (β = 0.35, p = 0.007), and grade motivation (β = 0.30, p = 0.013)
with a higher amount of explained variance (see Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. Path model with standardized regression coefficients of science motivation as a predictor for
environmental values; *** p < 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01 * p ≤ 0.05.

Figure 4. Path model with standardized regression coefficients of environmental attitudes as predictor
for science motivation; *** p < 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01 * p ≤ 0.05.

4. Discussion
As mentioned before, the teaching of environmental issues is often embedded within formal
science education, where students’ motivation to learn science is declining, especially when students
shift to secondary school [7,8]. Against the background of whether environmental education is still
justifiably situated in science education, there is a lack of studies investigating possible synergies
between both educational efforts [4]. The present study monitored the motivation to learn science and
environmental values in order to provide advice for planning appropriate and target-group-oriented
educational initiatives.
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4.1. Students’ Motivation to Learn Science
Our analysis clearly proves the SMQ-II as a valid and reliable tool for its use at secondary-school
level by validating the hypothesized five-component model derived from Glynn et al. [9]. This result is
in line with the work of Schumm and Bogner [17], showing its suitability for German secondary-school
students by using an exploratory factor analysis. This is an important argument as the scale was
originally developed for assessing science motivation at university level. The scale was adapted and
validated repeatedly. In fact, the motivation toward sciences has been further adapted, for instance,
to specific science subjects, such as biology [47] or chemistry [48]. Similarly, different language versions
were described, for instance, German [17], Greek [18], and Spanish [49]. Our CFA supported the original
model as all extractions by the factor loadings of the motivational components were satisfactorily high,
even higher than in Glynn et al. [9]. ‘Potential shortcomings of the instrument’ [17] (p. 440) in regard
to misfits of the sub-scales ’grade motivation’ and ‘self-determination’ could not be detected, maybe
due to language differences. Our analyses showed that all sub-scales were positively related, which is
also consistent with previous studies. However, in contrast to Glynn et al. [9] the interaction between
the motivational factors in our study was much higher, especially the interaction of ‘grade motivation’.
A potential reason for the higher interaction within the motivational factors in our study may lie
in the chosen age group. Although the factors were statistically distinguishable, they may mutually
influence each other. In fact, a younger student is motivated to learn science in order to get a good
grade, which accompanies or even influences his or her intrinsic motivation toward science. In contrast,
a college student may be intrinsically motivated to learn science but is not necessarily motivated to get
a good grade. Within the younger age group, this finding was already discussed by Lepper, Corpus,
and Iyengar [50]. Comparing our analysis with the work of Schumm and Bogner [17], who also applied
the scale to secondary school, our reliability analyses rendered similar Cronbach’s alpha.
When assessing students’ motivation toward science, we especially noticed a gender difference.
In our study, boys had a significantly higher self-efficacy than girls had, which is in line with previous
studies [9,17]. Following the social learning theory [51], the success of a role model similar to ourselves,
in regard to learning science, seems to be transferred to the belief in someone’s own capabilities.
A gender specific self-efficacy may therefore result, as male role models in science are presumed to be
the ‘successful gender’ [52]. Other explanations in this context employ parents’ acknowledgement
and support of their children’s academic success often underestimating a daughter’s competence
in science [53]. As gender differences in science motivation are strongly influenced by social aspects
such as teachers, parents, peers, role modelling, or media [9], it is of importance to strengthen efforts to
support girls by providing more feedback or planning tailored educational initiatives. Contrary to
previous studies using the SMQ-II, we also found girls to have a significantly lower intrinsic motivation
to learn science. Reasons for that fact could be the imbalance between participating girls and boys
in our study, but it could also be the younger age group compared to the literature. Similar to
the appearance of girls’ lower self-efficacy, their lower intrinsic motivation may also result from social
aspects, as outlined above. This assumption could be strengthened by the strong correlation between
self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation and the fact that boys scored highest and girls lowest in both
motivational aspects. We make the same assumption for the slight gender difference regarding extrinsic
motivation (grade and career motivation).
Keeping the decline of secondary school students’ science motivation in mind, it is of interest to
focus on specific motivational aspects. According to the literature [9,17,54], students are more motivated
toward science by external goals, such as good grades, than by internal goals. We can support that fact
when looking at girls’ low intrinsic motivation. Unfortunately, grades may gain too much importance
in regular educational systems. Supporting more internal goals, and thus intrinsic motivation,
interest, and curiosity, need to be fostered by appropriate learning approaches, in particular, concerning
the support of girls’ science motivation. While boys perceived a relatively high self-efficacy and intrinsic
motivation, their reported self-determination was a weak factor within students’ motivation to learn
science. Unfortunately, evaluation and surveillance as well as deadline and threats, which are common
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in classrooms, compel self-determination. Therefore, teachers should be sensitive in counteracting
these trends by giving more positive feedback and allowing more choices [12].
4.2. Students’ Environmental Values
The Two-Major Environmental Values scale, originally established by Bogner and Wiseman [33,34]
was repeatedly confirmed in different countries, languages, and age groups (for a current overview
see [36]). This was also true when the applied scale was accompanied by appreciation of nature [37],
balancing the previously one-sided view of utilization. Conducting an exploratory factor analysis,
the published factor solution of preservation and utilization appeared even when appreciation was
included [36]. Therefore, we see an approval of the model when conducting a CFA. The three-factor
structure was the statistically best solution contributing to the construct validity of the expanded
2-MEV model. All applied items loaded sufficiently on the respective factors.
The CFA unveiled only one significant interrelation between the ‘positive’ attitudinal factors.
While appreciation of nature and preservation seem to be strongly related, exploitative utilization
stands detached. In line with the literature, it is not surprising that people who tend to preserve
the environment also enjoy and appreciate nature for personal gains and vice versa [35,55]. The detached
utilization factor retrieved from the original 2-MEV model was in some earlier studies negatively
correlated with the orthogonal factor preservation [34,56], whereas other studies only report weak or
even no interrelations [36]. Besides the fact that different values were used as the basis for correlations
(CFA vs. EFA), further explanations for that inconsistency may root in the heterogeneity of the samples
and the adjustment of the scale. As summarized by Bogner [36], the 2-MEV instrument was applied to
multiple age groups with different social backgrounds as well as in diverse languages with a varying
number of items (currently, 32 language applications are known). For instance, the reduction of item
numbers may have led to the diminished interrelation in the hypothesized model. When considering
the acceptable internal consistency of each sub-scale, the underlying model constitutes a reliable and
valid instrument to assess peoples’ environmental value system regarding preservation, exploitative
utilization, and now even appreciation of nature.
The fact that girls tend to have a more positive attitude toward nature is in line with the majority of
literature, which mostly observed females showing more eco-friendly perspectives [57,58]. Being aware
of students’ specific attitude sets and perspectives may help for planning and preparing adequate
educational modules in order to reach more students appropriately. Keeping the interrelations between
the sub-scales in mind, learning approaches may thereby focus on supporting the appreciation of
nature as an emphasis to encourage pro-environmental behavior.
4.3. Relationship between Science Motivation and Environmental Values
Positive environmental values (preservation, appreciation of nature) clearly appear to be associated
with the motivation to learn science. This pattern was found for almost all specific motivational aspects
when taking a closer look. Especially the intrinsic motivation seems to be affected. This may lie
in the simple fact that students with a strong interest in environmental topics may perceive inherent
pleasure in dealing with these and tend to be more intrinsically motivated with regard to science
in general. Individual interest may provide the precondition for motivation, especially for intrinsic
motivation [59]. Similarly, for adolescents’ self-determination, career and grade motivation seem to
be predicted by environmental concerns. Drawing conclusions from this relationship, high scorers
in ‘green’ attitudes also tend to be more motivated to learn science. Thus, appreciating and preserving
nature may enable adolescents entering the world of science. Delving into environmental topics
may lead to an intrinsic motivation to engage with science-related issues. While the feeling of
autonomy (self-determination) is apparently associated with environmental attitudes, the perceived
self-confidence in accomplishing a scientific task (self-efficacy) is not a predictor. This is not surprising,
as ‘green’ attitudes may not intervene with related learning strategies. Extrinsic motivational aspects
like grade and career motivation may find support as a side effect. Even though there are no comparable
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research findings on the influence of environmental attitude sets on motivation, environmental-friendly
attitudes help adolescents to acquire new knowledge [32]. Using our results from that angle for
educational purposes, students can be motivated to learn science in general by addressing them
through environmental education. One of the aims of environmental education is to foster a positive
attitude to preserving nature [5], which may lead to an overall high level of motivation in science
education. Due to the existing gender difference regarding green preferences, girls’ science motivation
may be addressed in particular through environmental topics.
Considering the results from another perspective (model A), students’ science motivation acts
as a predictor for positive environmental values (appreciation and preservation). Being motivated
to learn science is known to intervene with cognitive achievement [13,20], also in the environmental
context [19]. Dealing intensively with environmental topics and, thus, high performance may lead to
positive environmental attitudes [25]. Considering this perspective, learning approaches in science
education should strengthen students’ science motivation in order to contribute to someone’s ‘green’
attitude and his or her environmental behavior in the long term. Turning the tables concerning gender
differences, male adolescents with an evident higher level of science motivation [7,8] could strengthen
their environmental preferences through science education. Environmental topics with a more science
& technology-related background may support that linkage.
No matter from which point of view, the association between environmental attitudes
and the motivation to learn science needs to receive further investigation.
A suggested
next step could be the examination of appropriate learning initiatives in regular science
classes. Do environmental-content-related lessons contribute to motivation, attitude, and interest
toward science?
5. Conclusions
High preservative and appreciative preferences toward nature are aligned with a high level of
motivation to learn science. This relation points to promising synergies between science education
and environmental education. When planning and implementing educational initiatives, both efforts
can enrich each other—especially the intrinsic motivation to learn science may find support by
environmental issues fostering ‘green’ attitudes. This may be of particular relevance to students
(especially girls) with a supposedly lower motivation to learn science. Moreover, this finding responds
to the need for supporting internal goals, rather than relying on external goals such as grade motivation.
Against the background of the declining motivation in formal science education, environmental topics
can act as door opener in science classes. Environmental issues should be not considered as separate
learning content or digressions, they should rather be more integrated in the learning process in science
education. Global environmental problems can function as tangible anchors that need to be solved,
and which are worth learning about in order to become a scientific literate citizen. In this way, a student
may be ‘moved to learn science’.
On the other hand, science education focusing on environmental issues can support students’
preferences of appreciating and preserving nature. Especially boys may be addressed in this way.
Approaches emphasizing environment and science and technology (such as citizen science) may
offer beneficial opportunities, creating a synergy between environmental and science education.
Scientific and technical contributions and solutions are crucial in order to counteract current wicked
challenges. Students with a high level of science motivation should be encouraged to use that
motivation, as well as their scientific understanding and positive attitudes, to contribute to the world’s
major challenges. In light of current developments on a global level, such as the adoption of the Agenda
2030 by the United Nations [60], both efforts may finally deal with the same challenges and work
together for a sustainable future—supporting one will also support the other.
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